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Come Home to
Sandstone Bluffs Farm
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Into the woods, into the views, into 20 acres of a serene country
life. Gates open to a long driveway that winds past a huge
organic garden with artistic mandala plantings, a sleek barn
turned modern guesthouse, orchards, woodlands, and massive
boulders. There are soaring wood beamed ceilings, to shelter
under. Vast windows bring endless views of distant mountains.
Dance on the wide decks under stars you’ll never see in the
city. Soak in a pool and spa on the edge of the views. Wander
oak forest paths, by a private creek, hike your own trails past
powerful boulders, to magnificent views. Dozens of fruit trees yield
their bounty. Bring your horses. Live like you are on a European
vacation. This is away. This is peace. This is home.

24940 BOB BATCHELOR ROAD, CALABASAS
MAIN HOUSE: 5 BED | 4 BATH | 5,266 SQ FT
GUEST HOUSE: 2 BED | 3 BATH | 1,800 SQFT | 20 ACRE LOT
$3,999,000

Ready to see how different the curated white glove Compass approach is to selling real estate? Utilizing the Wright
Way Team and our access to Compass Private Exclusives, Compass Concierge, Compass Bridge Loans, and many other
amazing services, will change how you have ever experienced the real estate process. There is a reason why Compass
has been the #1 Brokerage in Topanga 3 years running and why the Wright Way Team is currently the #1 team in
Topanga. We are a local family team powered by a forward thinking, fast moving, high touch and high technology
company, changing the industry for the better, leading from the heart, and delivering exceptional results for our clients!

@thewrightwayteam
NUMBER ONE 2021 TOPANGA TEAM. PASSIONATE LOCAL AGENTS. UNPARALLELED MARKETING REACH.
INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY. RESULTS DELIVERED. AN EXPERIENCE LIKE NO OTHER.
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Adrian Wright

Jordan Wright

818.939.6415
adrian.wright@compass.com
DRE 00935559

818.746.6987
jordanwright@compass.com
DRE 01952694

Compass is a real estate broker licensed by the State of California and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. License Number 01991628. All material presented herein is intended for
informational purposes only and is compiled from sources deemed reliable but has not been verified. Changes in price, condition, sale or withdrawal may be made without notice. No statement
is made as to the accuracy of any description. #1 Topanga agents status based on total closed transaction sides. All measurements and square footage are approximate.
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Contact US

Arthur Nissman’s daughter, Zoe, drew this sketch of her father that truly
captures the depth of the man we will remember. A celebration of his life
will be held some time in early 2022.

editor@thecanyonchronicle.com
General inquiries:
info@thecanyonchronicle.com
Advertising inquiries:
ads@thecanyonchronicle.com
P.O. Box 1101
Topanga, CA 90290
(310) 460-9786

Arthur Nissman—1939-2021
Do Not Go Gentle into that Good Night
Do not go gentle into that good night,
Old age should burn and rave at close of day;
Rage, rage against the dying of the light.

Follow us on Instagram @thecanyonchronicle,
& Facebook and twitter @CanyonChronicle

Though wise men at their end know dark is right,
Because their words had forked no lightning they
Do not go gentle into that good night.

The Canyon Chronicle is an
independent community newspaper
published bi-weekly by Canyon Media,
Inc.©2020. All rights reserved.
thecanyonchronicle.com

Good men, the last wave by, crying how bright
Their frail deeds might have danced in a green bay,
Rage, rage against the dying of the light.
Wild men who caught and sang the sun in flight,
And learn, too late, they grieved it on its way,
Do not go gentle into that good night.
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Grave men, near death, who see with blinding sight
Blind eyes could blaze like meteors and be gay,
Rage, rage against the dying of the light.
And you, my father, there on the sad height,
Curse, bless, me now with your fierce tears, I pray.
Do not go gentle into that good night.
Rage, rage against the dying of the light.
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*Sitting shiva (meaning seven) is the week-long mourning period in Judaism for the family. Its primary
purpose is to provide a time for spiritual and emotional healing, where mourners join together.
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Dylan Thomas’ poem seems to capture so much of who Arthur Nissman was on earth because
he was the human epitome of raging “against the dying of the light.” He brought joy to so many.
Arthur died on the first night of Chanukah, a time of joy and light in the Jewish tradition. On the
last night of Chanukah, eight days later, Rabbi Dovid Weiss led the Kaddish prayer and blessings.
He also remembered Arthur with great joy and humor, turning tears into laughter among their
many friends sitting shiva* with his wife, Susan, and daughter, Zoe. Son, Max, had to be out of
town but was palpably present in spirit.
Susan thought it was appropriate that Arthur chose that time to depart, book-ended, as it were,
by the coming and going of the season of light. It was “so Arthur,” she said. In an exuberant,
celebratory flare, we ended Chanukah by lighting not one, but two menorahs, and the dark dark
outside turned to bright light in our hearts.
For me, Arthur’s memory will always be a blessing with a big grin...and maybe some tears.
—Flavia Potenza

Topangans love their history but who knows
the history behind the two books published
by the Topanga Historical Society (THS) that
document our history? Our December 10 cover
is the cover of the first edition of “The Topanga
Story,” published in 1992. It’s a gift that keeps
on giving any time of the year but especially
now. Available at THS (topangahistoricalsociety.
org/), located at 120 S. Topanga Canyon Blvd,
Topanga; also at Topanga Home Grown in Pine
Tree Circle at discounted price: $25.
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NEWS

Above: Images of rockfall incidents along SR-27 in the project area between 2010-2018. Below: Project Area Map.

Caltrans is Preparing for Slope Stabilization of S-Curves (SR-27)
The California Department of Transportation
(Caltrans) has been studying and is preparing
for a rockfall mitigation project on State Route
27 (Topanga Canyon Blvd.), next month, from
postmile 1.0 to approximately postmile 1.13, in
lower Topanga Canyon between the City of Malibu
and the Community of Topanga, within Topanga
State Park (e.g., the S-Curves).
A public scoping meeting/webinar will be held
live on Tuesday, January 11, 2022, from 6:30-8:30
p.m., via Zoom to provide an overview of the
project, summary of the environmental process,
and receive input regarding environmental
issues and the suggested scope and content of
the Environmental Impact Report (EIR). This
meeting/webinar will include the required agency
and public scoping. The goal is to stabilize the
slope above to prevent rocks from falling onto
the roadway, blocking the road, and potentially
injuring motorists. The existing environment and
impacts to the existing environment are factors in
the decision-making process, as well as selection
of a preferred alternative. For more information:
sr27topangacanyon.com.

Various alternatives will be studied to prevent
rocks and boulders from falling onto the roadway
and potentially injuring motorists. There have
been various documented instances of rockfall
and slides onto the roadway. Caltrans is the lead
agency under the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA), and also the lead agency under the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
SAVE THE DATE AND REGISTER NOW—

Scoping meeting/webinar Tuesday, January 11,
2022, 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
Registration link: https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/
register/WN_N-1P71zwTHKQqQsc8MMtlw
Webinar link: https://us06web.zoom.us/s/8435517011
4?pwd=TlRWVEJtM3hpK0t0L3hQbmlhb25oUT09
Webinar ID: 843 5517 0114
Passcode: 5851
Phone: (669) 900-6833

letters
Thanksgiving Outage Outrage
Dear Editor,
I have lived in Topanga for 26 years and have
had multiple run-ins with SCE since I moved
in. To summarize my general feelings, they are
great at lip service, not so much with substance.
About two weeks after I moved in, my first power
outage happened. I only had one local number
at that time, my neighbor down the street, and
called. Her son answered and I asked meekly,
“Did your lights go out, too?” He laughed and
said, “Yup, it happens all the time around here.”
As time went on, exploding transformers on
the poles in front of my house and other neverexplained mysterious circumstances happened.
Eventually, I noticed it was the 1200 block of
Oakwood Drive that continually had power
failures, while all the houses around us had power.
I once again talked to the same neighbor, who
confirmed that she, too, had noticed, and had been
trying to get answers from SCE for a long time.
While we, and a couple of other neighbors,
worked together, I was contacted by SCE about
checking the number tag on the telephone pole
that was mounted in my yard. When this SCE
worker came, I asked why this was the only
pole that was not up on the street with the rest
but had rather been placed on my property. He
didn’t know but told me the question would be
referred to a supervisor, and I would receive a
call—which never happened.
In the meantime, another SCE worker
showed up and asked to see the pole. I asked
again why only this pole was on my property
rather than up on the street with the rest. He did
not know either, but explained that the number
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tag on the current pole showed it needed to be
replaced. I now have two poles right next to each
other on my property, and no one, until this day,
can tell me why they are on my property rather
than up on the street with the others.
Back now to the single short-street outages.
It took close to a year but we finally got enough
SCE representatives out to our street to look at
our energy hook-ups, and were finally told that
we had originally been hooked up on the wrong
grid, and the outages from that grid was already
famous for problems. This happened around the
time that all of the overhead wires were being
replaced. We were finally hooked up to the
appropriate grid.
The last straw for me was the Public Safety
Power Shutdown (PSPS.) To me, this is just
another word for “Gottcha!” I received my
first prerecorded message on the evening of
Wednesday November 24. It explained that
the outage was planned to last for 48 hours due
to high wind conditions (also, it was a holiday
weekend and probably a lot of folks would be out
of town). My power went out at 9:30 p.m. I didn’t
like the inconvenience; it felt like an invasion of
my place of sanctuary. I struggled through the
next day, Thanksgiving, with no refrigeration
and a whole new group of purchased foods in
the refrigerator and freezer, no heat, no internet.
(I am old school and still carry a flip phone so
no internet there either). On Thursday evening,
November 25, I received another prerecorded
call from SCE at 7:45 p.m., stating that it was
beginning the process of restarting the power
which usually takes anywhere from three to

eight hours. Great, I thought; I’ll have heat to get
dressed in the morning, but when I got up at 4:30
a.m. to take care of my horse who is boarded in
Chatsworth, I could not help but notice the chill
in the air. Inside, the house temperature was 49
degrees and 43 degrees outside. As I left the house
at 6 a.m., Friday, November 26, I could only hope
power would be restored by the time I got home
at noon. My power was still off and inside, the
house temperature was 51 degrees.
Once again, I called the same neighbor I had
called 26 years ago (she carries a smart phone)
and she explained that the last updated message
stated SCE was still checking things out before
feeling comfortable enough to turn the power
back on. My power returned at 3:39 p.m. All
calls to every SCE number I have ever gathered
produces the same prerecorded message and
none of it is helpful. I personally have had all of
SCE I care to be subjected to.
The way this latest fiasco played out and
took the time it did to complete, I learned, was
because SCE, while “checking the status of the
equipment” in Topanga, found the remnants of
poor quality work and neglect, and decided to
“patch” the worst parts to cover their rear ends.
Some might think I’m hallucinating, but,
come the end of time, I will feel the same. This
outage caused cruel and inhumane conditions
to manifest in my sanctuary and I cannot stand
for that. If there are any other Topangans who
feel something was fishy with this use of PSPS
by SCE, maybe we should get together and talk.
There is strength in numbers.
—Beth Davis

A Joyful Holiday Gathering
Photos & text
by Katie Dalsemer
The Sages Senior Holiday
dinner was served outdoors at
the Topanga Community Center
on Sunday, December 5. Still
observing pandemic precautions
of required vaccinations and
wearing m asks when not
at the table, did nothing to
dampen the joy of being together.
Jeanne Mitchell, Kathy Shaw
and Gavin Koon played festive
classical music to set the mood.
(Not pictured Margreet Ray)
Eight volunteer servers served
the turkey feast with all the
trimmings at the holiday buffet.
A short program included
Linda Hinrichs telling a quiet
tale of navigating the challenging
times we’re in and Susan Clark
offering a solemn remembrance
for those who have passed away.
Karen Dannenbaum organized
much of the event and a raffle.
Toni Colvin won the grand raffle
prize, a $100 gift card to Trader
Joe’s and donated it to a friend
who’s fallen on hard times.

Welcome
back to the
Villaseñor
family who
cooked
much of the
delicious
feast. (l-r)
Melissa,
Lawrence,
Lisa and
Frank.
Left: Susan
Clark offered
a solemn
remembrance
for those who
have passed.
Right: Karen
Dannenbaum
of Sotheby’s
Realty
organized
much of the
event and the
raffle.

The Canyon Chronicle heartily
welcomes back Topanga’s longtime photographer and dear
friend, Katie Dalsemer.
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NEWS
Backup Batteries for Blackouts Redux

In a blackout, with no copper landline phone, small batteries can power your cable
box, so you can use your cable landline phone, and your router for your cell phone
with WiFi via internet.

Home batteries don’t need
solar…but it helps!
By Lee Rhoads & Jane Terjung

S

outhern
California
Edison
(SCE) certainly put a damper on
Thanksgiving for most, but not all of
Topanga, when they implemented the
Public Safety Power Shutoff (PSPS)
and turned off power around 9:30 p.m.
the day before. It wouldn’t be restored
in Topanga until Friday evening (See
related letter,“Thanksgiving Outage
Outrage,” page 4).
In all, nearly 60,000 customers in
five counties were left in the dark and
cold with many Thanksgiving feasts
going bad. In response, The Canyon
Chronicle decided to reprint “Backup
Batteries for Blackouts,” from the
April 16, 2021 issue, co-written by
Lee Rhoads and Jane Terjung, alerting
residents how best to keep some power
on with batteries and generators.
This will happen again,” we
cautioned readers at the time, “as
Edison has informed us that on Red
Flag Days (high winds with dry
conditions, in high-risk severe fire
danger areas), they will turn off power
for up to five days in Topanga and
Malibu.”
We repeat that if you are searching
for a cheap generator, they are noisy! As
Lee Rhoads said then, “I am listening

to an unenclosed generator on Cave
Way, which sounds like someone is
constantly mowing my lawn…and I
live 400 yards away!”
So once again, there are several
choices: large generators with noise
shielding (costly but dependable),
small batteries to keep your cell
communication going, and large
battery storage systems refilled every
day by a solar system.
Here are the pros and cons of
each. Double check for recent rebates
and offers: The recent winter storms
in Texas brought home the serious
problems created when the power is
down for days, even weeks. The LA
Times reported tens of thousands of
homes were affected, and one of the

PHOTO BY SHAWN RHODES

The Generac is a 100 amp, fully enclosed
auto-starting generator, the average size
for residential use. It must be permitted,
wired, and connected by a professional.

offer backup batteries year round for
people with medical devices and other
essential needs. See how to get one:
sce.com/wildfire/critical-care-backupbattery-program.

HOME GENERATORS BIG & SMALL
The Honda EU2200i.

PHOTO BY DAN SEEGER

AERIAL DRONE PHOTO BY JOSH

The Topanga Community House has 84 panels installed that produce a 22.5-Kilowatt
system. Installed by PermaCity Solar.
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worst cases was a woman living with
her cats whose refrigerator was off
for nearly a week, who said, “All the
food in my fridge went bad and I was
looking to open the cans of cat food for
myself!”
This could easily happen here, as
Southern California Edison (SCE) has
informed us that on Red Flag Days
(high wind with dry conditions in high
fire danger areas) they will turn off
power for up to five days in Topanga
and Malibu.
In early January, the utilities warned
15,000 homes about blackouts; the
following week they threatened 26,000
homes. Several neighborhoods were
directly affected: Simi Valley had seven
hours without electricity; Moorpark
had three continuous days with sixhour shutdowns; and Thousand Oaks
had 36 hours without power, lights,
Internet, TVs, or refrigerators.
The question is, how can you
protect yourself when the blackout
occurs in your neighborhood?
The short answer is there are
large generators, large battery storage
systems refilled every day by solar
power and small batteries to keep your
cell communication going and there
are pros and cons to each.
Check with SCE for rebates for
small and larger generators. They also

December 10 • Vol. 2 No. 24

A small portable generator can be
purchased for between $500-$1,200
and can run a refrigerator and a few
accessories.
“The generator I have is the Honda
EU2200i,” says Dan Seeger, who lives
in Fernwood. “It’s rated at 2200 watts
and weighs 47 pounds. I’ve run two
refrigerators, a freezer, a 75-inch TV,
the cable box, three internet routers,
and my desktop PC at the same time,
plus some lighting, and it remained
in eco mode. The trick is not to start
them all at once, so there’s no sudden
power demand.”
Seeger says he paid about $1200
for his generator and around $100
for the companion unit. “The only
drawback,” he says, “is that it doesn’t
hold much gas, less than a gallon, and
may not last the night. (marketplace.

Tesla, the first home battery on the
market, is expensive but can be
connected to any solar generating system.

sce.com/portable-generators)
Advantage
• A small generator needs no
electrician to install it and no
permits are required.
Drawbacks
• You can run out of gas. They
operate on fossil fuels, gasoline or
propane. Gas has a limited shelf-life
that breaks down over time. (With
ethanol added, fuel crystalizes
within a few months, so it should be
stored separately).
• If a wildfire hits your home the
generator may explode and become
a fire bomb.
• Small generators have to be
pulled out of storage, started, and
appliances plugged in by hand (not
an easy task).
• They require periodic maintenance
to know they will start.
• Unenclosed generators are
extremely noisy and disruptive to
neighbors.
• Some have electric starters, but
if not run regularly, the starter
battery will die. These generators
are effective, but not the easiest to
operate.

FULLY ENCLOSED
AUTO-STARTING GENERATORS
“These must be permitted, wired and
connected by a professional,” says
Topanga electrician Shawn Rhodes
(310-455-1332). “If a generator is
properly sized to the house, it should
be able to run the entire house. The
Generac is a 100 amp, the average size
for residential use. The costs will range
from $10,000 to $15,000 depending
on location of gas lines, electrical
connections, and permit costs.”
Advantage
• They can run your entire house.
• These will take over automatically
in a power outage and are less noisy
than smaller un-enclosed models.
Drawback
• They burn fossil fuel and need to
be maintained: they should be run
twice a month and serviced once a
year. However, they are dependable
if maintained properly.

is required.
• All battery systems carry a 10-year
warranty.
• Tesla batteries can be connected to
any solar generating system.

through a power outage.
Available from Smart Solar (now in
Thousand Oaks) serving Topanga,
Malibu, and West Valley. 818-2928065; 310-455-2958.

Drawback

SMALL-SCALE IS PORTABLE
AND AFFORDABLE

• Tesla batteries require five to six
additional electrical boxes installed
next to the battery box.

SunPower recently launched their
SunVault Storage system that costs about
the same as Tesla but delivers 40% more
power to run more appliances at the
same time.

LARGE-SCALE BATTERY SYSTEMS
TESLA was the first home battery
on the market. They are expensive,
$16,000 before incentives for a single
unit, but Tesla is a recognized storage
system as well as the name of the car.
Ask about single battery tax credit and
rebates.
Advantages
• Unlike generators they are
programmed to store energy in the
afternoon to offset expensive peak
hour costs (5-8 p.m.) with the new
required Time-Of-Use rate.
• Storage Batteries burn no fossil
fuels, are quite silent, and no service

Yeti batteries are charged from
the grid, or portable solar panels.
They are small (like a breadbox),
inexpensive, but have limited backup
capacity. From $500 to $3,000, store in
a closet or keep it connected and ready
to kick-in automatically to power your
phones and internet. You cannot run
a full-size refrigerator or more than a
few lights. SCE also offers other small
solutions that store electricity (many
with rebates).
goalzero.com/product-features/
portable-power-stations; /marketplace.
sce.com/portable-power-stations/

THE LATEST RESIDENTIAL
SOLAR STORAGE SYSTEM
SunPower launched their SunVault
Storage, which stores about 13,000
watt-hours of power, but can handle
larger amp start-ups like toaster ovens,
microwaves, and space heaters. Ask
about tax credits and rebates that may
reduce investment to $9,000-$10,000.
Advantages
• The SunVault costs about the same
as Tesla but delivers 40% more
power to run more appliances at the
same time.
• Hub+ Smart Panel: Connects to
provide real-time visibility into
home energy use, solar, and storage.
It oversees battery usage and
displays on your cellphone.
• SunPower warranties cover the
panels and storage system; the
unique LFP battery chemistry
means greater reliability.
• Simple design: The SunVault has
only two pods containing batteries,

PHOTO BY BILL NAYLOR

Goal Zero Yeti 1000 The clean and
quiet Yeti is a lightweight 1000 Lithium
Portable Power Station that runs small
and large electronics, and recharges
itself from the sun. Comes in different
sizes that range in cost from about $200$2000. (Bread not included)

inverter, emergency panel, and
disconnects, as opposed to other
Storage Systems that require
multiple electrical boxes.
• With a photovoltaic solar system,
a house can operate indefinitely

Jane Terjung’s List of Affordable
Gadgets that Help in a Blackout, such
as hand-crank/solar radios, solar
windowsill batteries, and outdoor
solar charging panels, is available
at: janeterjung.org/docs/Cool%20
Gadgets%20For%20PSPS.pdf.
Lee Rhoads has 12 years’ experience
with solar and storage (including
the Topanga Community House).
leesolarconsulting@gmail.com; (310)
455-2958, home/office; (310) 487-5750,
mobile. n

Topanga Skyline $1,699,000
NEW LISTING

TRUE PRIVATE SANCTUARY.
Unique, unlimited opportunity.
Family Compound with street to
street access. Vintage Topanga
home with Two Separate Guest
Houses spread over four lots, large
flat pads, 56,000 square feet (1.29
acres), in quiet, private, Topanga
Skyline neighborhood. Unobstructed
views south to majestic Saddle Peak.
Main house, two bedrooms, plus
office, with natural stone fireplace,
wood floors, and south facing deck
reflects a true mid-century charm.
Kitchen opens into a fully fenced
back yard, perfect for morning tea,
vegetable gardens, and play area.

1250 Will Geer Rd. $2,995,000
Beautiful Contemporary home located
on almost 9 acres in Topanga’s
exclusive Mesa neighborhood. This
light infused 3 bedroom, 4.5 bath
home features bamboo floors, French
doors, and high ceilings throughout.
The kitchen contains a large center
island, Granite countertops and
stainless appliances. The ground
floor master has a large walk in
closet, spa like bath with dual sinks,
over size shower, jetted tub and
granite counters. The other two onsuite bedrooms are located upstairs
with panoramic views of the State
Park and Saddlepeak.

Lisa Saver
CalBre Lic.#01203202

310.455.2540
Mobile 310.804.8607
TopangaHomesOnline.com

NEW LISTING

Sotheby’s International Realt y and the Sotheby’s
International Realty logo are registered (or unregistered)
service marks used with permission. Operated by Sotheby’s
International Realty, Inc. If your property is listed with a
real estate broker, please disregard. It is not our intention to
solicit the offerings of other real estate brokers. We are happy
to work with them and cooperate fully.
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The Making of Topang
By Ami Kirby

It takes a village, and time, to write
one book, let alone two books of
consequence about its own history.

T

“The Topanga Story: Expanded Edition” (2012)
In 2002, under the leadership of THS president Buz Tarlow, work
began on the expanded edition when Michele Johnson agreed to take
it on as editor. Like Louise, she was also well qualified for the project
both as a journalist, who also served for several years as editor of the
Topanga Messenger, and as a writer for TV quiz shows “Jeopardy” and
“Hollywood Squares.”
Michele began the work by enlisting 24 Topangans to write about
topics she had chosen. These included Lower Canyon history, the
Mermaid Tavern, Topanga’s music scene, T-CEP, Top O’ Topanga,
Topanga’s State Park, and an update on the ever-popular topic: Topanga’s
hippies.
She interviewed many longtime Topangans, including Pearl and Bill
Sloan, Henry Smith, Vera Woods, Herta Ware, Ellen Geer, and Harriet
Swenson, who told their stories of Topanga in the ‘50s, ‘60s, and ‘70s.
She researched and expanded materials for each chapter, focusing on
the Arts chapter where she gathered extensive material, especially on
Topanga’s music scene of the ‘70s and ‘80s. She added the new chapter,
“After 1980: Into the New Millennium,” that contains Susan Nissman’s

8
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Cover for first edition of “The Topanga Story.” (1992)

lengthy article, “The Battle
for Summit Valley: 19911994.” She asked Topanga’s
highly regarded author and
Los Angeles Times columnist
Al Martinez to write the
book’s foreward, and obtained
permission from the Times to
print his poetic ode to Topanga.
She also got permission from
Topanga author Carolyn See
to print an excerpt from her
book, “Golden Days,” set in
and around Topanga.
Michele and I met regularly
in the THS office for more than
a year, selecting photographs
from the Society’s photo
archives. We chose almost all Graphic designer Barbara King (l) for
that were in the first edition, the first edition of “The Topanga Story”
plus many new ones for the with editor Louise York.
expanded edition. We also
selected photos from the Topanga Messenger files and gathered new ones
from community members. THS board member Kathy Virkler scanned
the great mass of photos so they could be sent electronically to the
designer to place in the text. Virkler’s digital preservation also made it
possible for THS archivist Pablo Capra to build a digital archive on the
website.
The 400-page expanded edition, completed in 2011, retains almost
all of Louise’s text, some lightly edited to match Michele’s vigorous style.
The finished text, a third of which is new, works well with the second
book’s designer Amy Inouye’s bold, color-saturated format.

PHOTO BY LYNN MORLEY

he first edition of “The Topanga Story” (1992) is no longer in
print but “The Topanga Story: Expanded Edition,” (2012), a richly
illustrated hardcover book that documents Topanga’s history from its
homestead days through the 1990s, is on sale during December for $25.
Copies are available on the Topanga Historical Society website and at
Topanga Homegrown, during Snow Night, December 19, 4-8 p.m., at
Pine Tree Circle.
The original “Topanga Story,” a softcover, coffee-table book, has
its own origin history that began in 1983 when the recently formed
Topanga Historical Society (THS) asked Louise York to write a history
of Topanga. Louise was well qualified for the task, having worked as
a journalist for several publications before her marriage. In 1955, she
and husband Kenneth, a law professor at Pepperdine College, moved to
Topanga where they raised four sons and were active in the community.
Both were members of the newly formed THS and Louise was active in
the Republican Women’s Club and the local Christian Science church.
Her high energy and capacity for hard work made her an ideal candidate
for the huge task that took ten years to complete.
Louise first examined the historical materials gathered by the THS
from community members, then sent letters seeking information.
Her correspondence file shows the gratifying number of responses
she received from Topanga’s early settlers who offered photographs
and reminiscences of their Topanga years. She interviewed Topanga’s
resident “old-timers,” and soon reported that information was
“flooding in.” She organized the materials into 16 chapters. The
first two described Topanga’s topography, vegetation, wildlife, and
the Native Americans. The following five chapters covered events
from 1880 to 1990, beginning with the early Mexican and pioneer
homesteaders; the last nine focused on topics such as Schools,
Disasters, the Arts, and Businesses.
When the text was finished and photographs collected, Louise
worked closely with local artist and graphic designer Barbara King,
who designed the book. The book, which has 266 pages and more
than 500 photographs, was published in 1992. The 2,000 hardcover
and 1,000 softcover copies quickly sold out. A second printing sold
out in 2002.
Sadly, Louise suffered a major stroke in the late ‘90s, which limited
her ability to speak. She died in 2007.

ga’s Story

THE PAST IS WHO WE ARE TODAY

Stage and Post Office mail driver Joe Robison with passengers near the
“robber’s hut” stone house at Topanga Forks, 1909. Photo from “The
Topanga Story,” edited by Michele Johnson (2012).

On January 1, 1909, [Joe] Robison received a transportation
request from four city school teachers who had spent their
Christmas holidays at McAllister’s Tavern [near Robinson Road.,
named after Joe, but misspelled with an “n”]. In spite of recent
rains and bad road conditions, the girls were willing to risk the
hazardous trip to Santa Monica in order to be at their posts when
classes resumed... Robison could see that the stream was carrying
almost four feet of dangerously swift water. While his big team and
heavy wagon were dependable, the adventure facing them was not
without risk and he made this clear to his passengers who pleaded
with him not to turn back.
“We watched it a little while and the plucky school marms insisted
on tackling it, so we did.” So with water boiling in the wagon box
and the girls screaming, the stage lurched over the rocks.... When
the drenched teachers reached the opposite bank, they urged Joe to
continue and the party rolled down grade to repeat one wet crossing
after another [The road crossed the creek 16 times then] until they
reached the beach, full of praise for Robison’s skill in negotiating
the deep fords. “Once the stage body was filled with water, but they
laughed and hollered as if it was the greatest time they ever had
in their lives, but I am telling you I had a different feeling about
it, especially at the worse places in the road.” Theirs had been a
wonderful holiday such as Topanga could provide during its early
existence as a fun-loving community.
—Excerpted from “The Topanga Story,” Page 236

TOPANGA HISTORICAL SOCIETY ARARCHIVESAARCHIVES

Cover for “The Topanga Story: Expanded Edition.” (2012)

Michele
Johnson, editor
of the second
edition of
“TheTopanga
Story,” at
the Topanga
Historical
Society office
looking through
the archived
collection of the
Topanga Journal.
(2003)

In 2012, shortly after the books arrived from China where they were
printed, THS president Buz Tarlow presided over the book’s celebratory
launch program held in the new Topanga Library’s community room.
The large audience, that included many who had contributed to the book,
received, along with Michele, heartfelt praise for a job well done.
Ami Kirby is the former THS archivist and photo editor of the Expanded
Edition of “The Topanga Story.”
Please support the THS by becoming a member and checking
out their catalog of books reflecting the history of Topanga at:
topangahistoricalsociety.org.

The Corral near Santa Maria Road, Topanga’s rock ‘n’ roll nightclub,
1970s. Photo from the “The Topanga Story,” edited by Michele Johnson
(2012).

Meanwhile, in 1967, a group called The Nazz had just formed,
playing little gigs around town. The group moved to Topanga,
sharing a house. It was there, as drummer Neal Smith later recalled,
“We changed the name of the band to Alice Cooper.” Topanga was
their good luck charm. While there, they met Ship Gordan who
became their manager and Frank Zappa, who signed them to his
Straight record label. Bass guitarist for the band, Dennis Dunaway,
remembers the camaraderie among bands in those days: “The
Doors were our friends. When Pink Floyd did their very first
tour with Syd Barrett, they stayed at our house. We actually had
a séance. The rest of The Doors were there and Alvin Lee was
there.... This was before bands started getting so competitive.” He
also remembered walking with Alice from Topanga all the way to
Hollywood to see Frank Zappa. “I did have holes from my shoes
from the walk.” When Jim Morrison heard about it, he upped the
ante, threw away his shoes and walked all the way barefoot from
Topanga to Santa Monica.
		— Excerpted from “The Topanga Story,” Page 331
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Schoolhouse Scoop

Above:
Topanga
students
petting Zeus,
the Burmese
python.
Left top:
Jessica, the
Argentine
black and
white Tegu
Left: A falcon
demonstrates
her skills
at Topanga
Elementary
Raptor Day.
Right: Topanga
students
learned about
Ollie the owl.

Return of the Raptors
By TECS News Team

N

ovember 19th marked the return of the
raptors at Topanga Elementary Charter
School (TECS). Raptor Day has become a tradition
where education and exposure to wildlife and
environmental biology is a foundation of the
school’s charter. The event entails an exciting live
animal presentation for all students, from TK
through to fifth grade. It was presented by our
long-time partner, Raptor Events, whose mission
is to aid in wildlife conservation efforts through
education. The event is held outdoors at the
school amphitheater in the beautiful TECS Oak
Woodland.
The team from Raptor Events wowed students
with an array of fascinating animals. There
was Luna, the Harris’s Hawk and, everyone’s
favorite, Ollie, the Eurasian Eagle owl. But there
were not only raptors (birds of prey, who use
their powerful, sharp talons to capture their
prey). Kids learned about and got to pet (!) a
Madagascar hissing cockroach; Tortellini, the
African spurred tortoise; Zeus, the Burmese
python; Arnold, the ball python; and Jessica,
the Argentine black and white Tegu (a type of
lizard). Students learned about their biology and
behavior, and were reminded of the importance
of not using rat poison for pest control.
This event was made possible by contributions
to TEP (Topanga Enrichment Programs), the
TECS booster club. Thanks to Raptor Events and
the parents of the TEP Science Committee for this
great event!
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Other Campus News: Renovations & Recycling
TECS started the month with the annual book
fair, a fundraiser for TEP. The fair, which was
virtual last year (we all know why!), was open
for a week in the school auditorium where kids
eagerly shopped a wide-ranging selection.
The school campus is now under construction!
LAUSD has a three-year plan for a number of
important renovations at our school that include
upgrading plumbing and installing a water bottle
filling station, improving access and making the
campus ADA-compliant, and all-new tarmac
throughout.
The vision for the school extends beyond these
investments. Topanga Elementary principal, Mr.
Kevin Kassebaum, aka Principal K, as he is known
around campus, is working with a team to scope
out installing a water catchment system at our
school to make good use of precious rainfall in
the canyon. “It is exciting to see these investments
to the campus,” he said. “We want to do even
more to improve our school with cutting-edge
environmental improvements.”
Speaking of the environment, students are
leading the recycling charge on campus. Thirdand fourth-grade students have been pivotal
in bringing recycling to their classrooms.
Starting in September, pairs and triplets of
third- and fourth grade-students visited each
class to explain the introduction of recycling
bins to classrooms. These students prepared
presentations to their peers on why the bins are
important and what can and can’t go in the bins.
In addition, they discussed the importance

of re-cycling at home and re-using, as well as
encouraged participation in the school Topanga
beach clean-up in September.
“We learned a lot about recycling to prepare.
We wrote our own speeches and also practiced
in class which helped us get ready to go to other
classrooms to explain recycling,” noted fourth
grader Farrah Whittenburg. She remarked
that the younger students, especially the kids
in first-grade classes she visited, had a lot of
questions!
The work of these engaged students continues
as they now empty class bins each day. Students in
Dr. A’s class, including Farrah and her classmate,
Haley Welch, empty the bins in the lower classes,
while older classrooms manage emptying the
bin themselves. “We normally have a job in the
classroom at the end of the day, but the recycling
work is something different,” said Haley. “It takes
us to other parts of the school. It’s fun to get to
help out the younger grades recycle each day.”
Thanks to the students for their commitment
to recycling!
Support TECS
There are many ways to support our school,
whether you are a parent at TECS or a community
member who believes in the importance of public
education. One way is to sponsor new student art
banners featured in front of the school, to both
advertise your business to the school community
and support school enrichment programs.
Contact: TepBoard@topangaelementary.org for
details. Our children thank you!

ALL THINGS CONNECTED
Entertainment Trends
By Paula LaBrot

O

ver the last couple of COVID-19
years, quarantined populations
have relied heavily on home-accessed
sources of entertainment to fill in
their days and nights of isolation.
Entertainment fulfilled roles from
companionship to babysitting. When
people got tired of just watching,
they began making and broadcasting
their own entertainment. Ever since
the development of video and digital
technologies, there has been a definite
shift toward the decentralization of the
entertainment industry. Power to the
people! It’s interesting to see what latest
trends in entertainment are emerging
and causing major paradigm shifts in the
delivery of content to consumers. Let’s
get you up to date with the vocabulary
of some of these new technologies.
Streaming
According to Sam Costello writing for
lifewire.com, “Streaming is a technology
used to deliver content to computers and
mobile devices over the internet without
having to download it. Streaming
transmits data, usually audio and video,
as a continuous flow, which allows the
recipients to watch or listen almost
immediately without having to wait for
a download to complete.” Pre-recorded
or live content can be streamed.
This real-time technology works
wonderfully as long as you have a
relatively fast internet connection. Have
you ever been watching something
and suddenly it freezes for a bit before

playing on? You might see an hourglass
or a loading spiral spinning? Lisa Iscrupe
of allconnect.com explains, “Buffering…
is when your device pauses mid-task.
Your system will put your task on hold
until enough data is downloaded to
allow the music or video stream to play
without lag.” If your internet connection
is fast enough, you will not have to
worry about such loading delays.
Accessing
streaming
content
involves connecting your screening
device, TV, computer, or phone to the
internet. Ad-free content providers
are companies like Netflix, Hulu,
Disney+, HBO Max, or others that
charge a subscription fee. There are free
providers like the Roku Channel, Pluto
TV, Vudu, Tubi, or IMDbtv, who make
their money by selling advertising
Essentially, you can get a lot of TV and
entertainment without paying for cable
or going to a theater.
Companies are now producing
original content in the form of features
(long-form narrative cinema), miniseries and documentaries. Sports can
be live-streamed as well. Streaming is
here to stay. According to Kyle Byers
of explodingtopics.com, subscribers for
Amazon Prime have increased 139%
since 2017. Disney+ launched in 2019
and has 118 million subscribers. He
reports video streaming is expected to
total over $108 billion dollars by 2025.

audio files you can download onto your
computer or your phone. The term
originated from a combination of ‘iPod’,
an early portable media player and
broadcast. “Podcasting started as mostly
an independent way for individuals to
get their message out there and build
a community of people with similar
interests,” according to Ross Winn of
podcastinsights.com.
You know how people put up all
kinds of videos on Youtube? Well, in
a podcast, people talk about anything
that interests them. They can be
instructional, opinionated, narrative,
meditational, and now, marketing
tools. Podcasts are typically a series of
talks. New installments can be added.
Some are original shows written by
amateurs. Some podcasts are tied into
existing television or streaming content
and are written by professionals.
Byers reports, “In 2022, it’s expected
that 140 million people will listen to
podcasts at least once per month. And
that’s in the U.S. alone. By 2023, that
number is estimated to grow to 164
million listeners. In fact, there are now
more than 2 million active podcasts.”
Most podcasts are free to subscribers.
But this platform has become so
popular that there are now networks
that have fees for subscribers.
What I love is that podcasting is talk
radio democratized to the max. Anyone
can make a podcast. You sign up with a
Podcasting
hosting platform. These platforms will
I love this format. Podcasts are audio walk you through how to start your
discussions on any subject you could podcast and even help you develop an
possibly imagine. Podcasts are digital audience and monetize your podcast.

There are hosting platforms that charge
fees like Captivate and Podbean. There
are free hosting platforms like RedCircle
or Podbean Free. At this point, you get
what you pay for.
Patreon
Less known platforms of modern
entertainment are crowd-funded sites
like Patreon. Creators of content receive
monthly donations from subscribers
to support their projects. This kind of
direct fan support has become one of
the biggest trends in entertainment,
according to Winn. One of my exstudents, Chris Chappell, is on the
Patreon platform with the program
“China Uncensored.” It’s a fresh,
informative show that will teach you
everything you need to know about
China today. I have signed onto their
“50 cent army” where subscribers pay
50 cents for each episode watched. The
teacher becomes the student.
Entertainment of the Future
There is much more trending, such
as virtual reality worlds to get lost in,
cloud gaming, social video. oh my!
How glad I am to live in Topanga
where my best entertainment is a walk
with the dogs in this magical place.
Back in ancient Rome, the greatest
fear of government at that time was
fire and social unrest. For the social
unrest, there was a simple formula.
“Give ‘em bread and circuses.” The
more things change, the more they
stay the same.
Vamos a ver!

2021 SUCCESS
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MY CORNER OF THE CANYON
Clear as a Bell
By Kathie Gibboney

T

here are dreams I have,
sometimes recurring, disturbing
dreams from which I wake, shaken,
spent and drained, as if I’ve had no
sleep at all. There’s the awful waitress
dream where I can’t get to all the
tables fast enough, unable to serve
the clamoring customers, becoming
buried deeper and deeper, until it’s so
horrific I finally realize it must be a
dream.
“Wakeup!” I command my
sleeping self, “Now!”
I answer, “Okay, okay, I will but
just let me first bring the bread to
table six.” I awake exhausted, feeling
as if I’ve worked a full shift without
being paid. Sometimes I wonder
about all the people still waiting for
the food that will never come, sitting
there stuck forever in the Bad Dream
Café.
Then there’s the lost cat dream,
and the acting dream in which I’ve
forgotten my lines, the confusing
married to the wrong husband
dream, and the out-of-control
driving dream, but very worst of
all is the no Christmas presents
nightmare. This torturous Christmas
dream can unfortunately occur
at any time throughout the year. I
might wake in April panicked that
I have nothing to help Santa fill up
the stockings or that I forgot to get
presents for my children or my

brother. In early September I could
dream that it’s Christmas Eve and
the stores are all closing before I can
finish shopping. And the Christmas
disaster dream must be somehow
contagious, like the new omicron
variant, capable of spreading through
the ethers, traveling the midnight
freeways, invading the peaceful sleep
of others. Just the other week my
son Riley reported, “I dreamt I came
home for Christmas and you didn’t
have any presents for Miranda or me.
I was really sad.”
Hence the pressure is on. You’d
think by now, after lo these many
years, I would begin my shopping
early, say in May. I could now be
resting easy, having the gifts all
wrapped and labeled, finished,
no pressure, sitting with feet up,
sipping eggnog, while others fight
for parking spaces and squabble
over the one remaining sky-blue golf
sweater rather than being stuck with
presenting one’s brother-in-law with
the other color choice, that of the
unfortunate and ugly, dirty mustard.
Oh, God help me, even though
I will try to make some gifts and
shop at small neighborhood stores,
inevitably I’ll be out there, at the
mall amidst the clamor and calamity,
trying to keep a carol in my heart.
I attempt to ready myself, to buoy
my stamina and spirits. “You’ve got
this girl!” I chant. “You’ve done this
a million times. You just need coffee

Happy Holidays
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and candy canes. Take a small purse,
don’t wear a sweater or jacket, it
gets hot in the mall, don’t get stuck
behind slow-moving shoppers,
remember the ladies’ room is on
the bottom floor of Macy’s, don’t
waste time in long checkout lines,
instead try the home wares register
on the third floor. Use your magic
Christmas antenna to zero in on
the good items right away; if they
don’t make themselves known at
first glance, leave the store. Smile
at people, appreciate how lucky we
are to even be able to shop, take a
moment to sit at that little bench in
front of Swarovski Crystals and pray.
SAVE ALL RECEIPTS! Remember
there’s a bar, top floor of Nordstrom.
Put money in the Salvation Army
collection bucket and be sure you’ve
made a note of where you’ve parked.
Then repeat until finished.”
Of course, we try to shop online
but so often there is a problem with
our orders; we can’t always remember
how we paid for the purchase, what
site we bought it on, when its due
to arrive and when it finally does,
finding it’s not at all what we wanted.
Last year we ordered a unicycle for
our son and panicked when we
realized we’d ordered it twice. Who
the hell needs two unicycles? It
defeats the whole purpose.
This year, yet another holiday
hurdle has appeared, like something
thought up by The Grinch. News

channels were warning that
due to drought conditions and
transportation problems there is a
Christmas tree shortage. I imagine
a panicked populous in a mad rush
to get trees, with families battling
each other over the last overpriced
spindly, Douglas fir. Soon, except
for a few trampled branches and
fallen pine needles, all the tree lots
would stand sad and empty, like the
deserted toilet paper isles during the
pandemic. Above the sound of crying
children only the Grinch’s evil laugh
would remain echoing in the Santa
Ana wind. I just hope it doesn’t come
down to the Beleaguered Husband
and I going out with an ax in the
dead of night to chop down our own
tree. I foresee broken ankles, poison
oak and spiders.
Yes, I know Christmas doesn’t
come from a store, and whether a
family sits around a magnificent
evergreen or one small candle, they
are still a family. I know besides the
garish, assaulting commercialism,
frantic spending, rushing and
bustling, that there is a quiet part of
Christmas. It is that still and softly
shining part that I want to carry
with me through the trials ahead.
And in that very stillness, may I hear
the sound of one clear bell, growing,
resounding, and vibrating across our
weary world, all the way from here to
Bethlehem.
May it be heard by all of us!

Passages
Marvin A. Gluck—October 14, 1933-February 27, 2021
Irascible, irreverent, witty,
compassionate—my good
friend and mentor.

Marvin Gluck’s 1958 student film, Children of the Sun, (with George Huaco), was
chosen for a recent UCLA retrospective at the Armand Hammer Museum.

had the right words to help pull
me back to the surface when my
remembered
Vietnam
combat
experiences threatened to drown me.
Marvin died peacefully from
complications of Alzheimer’s disease
and is survived by his spouse of
sixty-five years, Sherna Berger

Gluck, his brother E. Robert Gluck,
and nephews David and Jeremy. His
ashes will be spread at his former
Topanga residence and in the Alder
Creek Sequoia Grove where he and
Sherna maintained a small cabin
since the 1980s.
—Fred Samia

Jennifer deSpain,
CPA, CFP®

Business/Personal Tax &
Financial Services
Tel. 818.883.4800

Photo by Miriam Geer.

tells the story of indigenous people
who rise up against their gringo
overlords and oppressors. Even 60
years on, it retained its power and of
all the films screened that evening,
most moved the audience.
Marvin loved the 1930s rambling
house on Observation Drive that he
and Sherna lived in since 1963 and
maintained and improved it with
his carpentry and handyman skills.
They both fiercely loved Topanga,
fighting several development plans
in the ‘60s and ‘70s as part of TASC
(Topanga Association for a Scenic
Community). Marvin often wrote
its informative literature as well as
letters to politicians and newspapers.
He had a scathing wit and used it to
make obvious points that seemed to
be anything but to the powers that
be. Marvin and Sherna moved from
the Canyon to Santa Monica in 2018,
when maintaining the old house and
the acre of land became too taxing
for them.
Marvin was an Army veteran
stationed in the South, where he got
to see firsthand the workings of Jim
Crow racism and experience antisemitism personally, adding to his
growing progressive awareness.
For many years, Marvin and I
rode the bike path from Temescal
to the Venice Beach boardwalk,
then half-way back and then back
to the Fig Tree Restaurant, where
nearly every server knew him by
name because of his good nature and
humor (often joking with them in
Spanish) and his generous tipping.
Though 14-years older than I, and
even after recovering from knee and
hip-replacement surgery, it was often
a struggle to keep up with him as
he leaned over his handlebars and
pumped away.
During those rides and breakfasts
we, discussed the state of the
world and our place in it. I always
marveled at the breadth of Marvin’s
knowledge and how he understood
the interconnectedness of events,
both historically and personally,
something I struggled to do. As part
Arab-American, I came in for my
share of good natured ribbing from
Marvin, and we teased each other
as Semitic “cousins.” He was also
intuitive and sensitive and frequently

PHOTO COURTESY OF MARVIN GLUCK FAMILY

MY FRIEND, MARVIN
Marvin and I met when he helped us
with the narration for a documentary
that we were doing on a group of
young Palestinians, the so-called “LA
8,” arrested in 1989 and charged with
being terrorists. Marvin was Jewish,
progressive, anti-Zionist, so there
was no conflict for him offering his
assistance. The documentary, Voices
in Exile, earned rewards and air time
on PBS thanks in part to his words,
as spoken by Casey Kasem, our
narrator.
And from that collaboration came
a friendship and mentorship that to
this day guides me, not just in my
writing, but in how I live my life. It’s
also how I came to live in Topanga.
Marvin and his wife, Sherna, before
it was fashionable or hip, were
inveterate travelers, sans guide,
to out-of-the-way places yet to be
touched by tourism. Although I had
visited Topanga many years before
and several times while working on
the documentary, it was while house
and dog sitting for them whilst they
traveled, that I really discovered the
magic and charm of Topanga. And
before illness made him too distant, I
helped to digitize his travel slides and
what a treat that was for me. Oh yeah,
he was also an excellent photographer
with an eye, compassion, and respect
for those people whose countries he
traveled in.
Marvin did not suffer fools
easily, even or especially within the
industry that provided his livelihood,
Hollywood. When The Great Sioux
Massacre, a retelling of the battle of
Little Big Horn, sympathetic to Native
Americans that Marvin co-wrote,
was massacred by the director and
producer, Marvin removed his name
from the writing credit, using “Fred
C. Dobbs” for his nom de plume, a
sly admonition to the industry that it
ought to know better.
An industry where one of its
stalwarts once remarked, “If I want
to send a message, I’ll use Western
Union;” getting progressive stories
told, especially post-McCarthy, was
not easily done. Still, Marvin stayed
true to his personal moral code and
did what he could.
In 1978, he wrote See How She
Runs, a television movie starring
Joanne Woodward (which earned
her an Emmy for Outstanding
Lead Actress in a Drama), whose
character, a determined woman
who breaks the males-only Boston
Marathon, says “period” in referring
to menses, the first ever use of the
word on television, and something
Marvin had to fight to keep in the
shooting script.
Marvin’s 1958 student film,
Children of the Sun, (with George
Huaco), was chosen for a recent
UCLA retrospective at the Armand
Hammer Museum. Beautifully shot
in color by Marvin in Peru, the film
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Holiday events
The Heart of Giving
For end-of-year tax-deductible and year-round giving, these are a few worthy volunteer non-profits that deserve year-round sustenance.
Canyon Sages—Under the non-profit umbrella
of the Topanga Community Center (TCC),
another worthy cause—they have about 400
members, who enjoy year-round classes, events,
home visits, food deliveries, emotional support,
and help with evacuations during an emergency.
canyonSages.com.

Walking: youtube.com/watch?v=8GYwL0vQtPQ)
closing out the literary year. To join Zoom meeting:
us02web.zoom.us/j/9607501600.
Sunday, December 19,
Snow Day in Topanga, 4-8 p.m. No Community
Potluck! Pine Tree Circle will cater refreshments,
provide music, and shops are open for holiday
shoppers. Pine Tree Circle, 122 N. Topanga
Canyon Blvd.
Topanga Canyon Gallery—Closing night of
“Featherweights.” Enjoy coffee, treats, and the
annual display of one-of-a-kind gifts of art. Open
4 –8 p.m.

City Hearts: Kids Say Yes to the Arts—
Sherry and Bob Jason truly thank you from
the bottom of our hearts for believing in the
transformative power of the arts. Happy Holidays!
https://cityhearts.networkforgood.com/
Resource Conservation District of the Santa
Monica Mountains—When it’s not saving turtles,
RCDSMM is returning steel head trout to Topanga
Creek, restoring Topanga Lagoon, and cleaning up
the creek. rcdsmm.org
Topanga Animal Rescue—Jane Terjung has good
reason to bring Susan Clark’s 501 (c) 3 non-profit
into the holiday spotlight. “If Mother Teresa were
reincarnated as an animal-loving red-haired
whirling dervish with a Scottish accent, her name
would be Susan Clark,” she says. The website is
filled with rescue tales that make your heart sing
and sometimes break. This is heroic work with
people as well as animals.TopangaAnimalRescue.
org; (310) 455-7268; Amazon Smile to donate a
percentage of your purchase donated.

Topanga Women’s Circle (TWC) December
Days—Visit TWC at Pine Tree Circle on Saturday
mornings during December Days to donate nonperishable food, personal care products, new or
gently used home furnishings. Then shop local for
your Holiday cards ($5 each or 10-pack for $25).
communitypartners.org/donate; linilsley@gmail.com;
topangawomen’scircle.org.; (310) 455-3850.
EVENTS
Tuesday, December 14
Loose Lips Poetry Series, 6 p.m.—Virtual
quarterly reading features poets Carlo Matos
(carlomatos.blogspot.com; @CarloMatos46) and
Phil Taggart (PhilTaggartPoet.com; PhilTaggart—

Tuesday, December 21
Topanga Canyon Gallery, 3–7 p.m.—Special open
day for last-minute shoppers and tacos!
Until January 1, 2022
Topanga Actors Company—“The Apple Family:
A Pandemic Trilogy” is on Facebook. Written for
Zoom by Richard Nelson over the memorable
summer of 2020. Watch all three episodes:
“What Do We Need to Talk About?” “And So
We Come Forth,” “Incidental Moments of the
Day.” facebook.com/TopangaActorsCompany
“Holy Mackerel Moments, #5—For a good
laugh and a bit of nostalgia, check out Harry HartBrowne’s holiday edition at: YouTube. youtube.
com/watch?v=-zDkfU1wtCo.
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Installing solar in Topanga for over 12 years!
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TOPANGA PET RESORT
Old Topanga Canyon Blvd.

3 Bed | 2 Bath

Perfect combo of country living and business opportunity. Topanga’s
original gem, this was one of the original homes in this corner of
the canyon. A private and fully-fenced oasis, the property has an
abundance of flat, accessible space, a rarity in Topanga. For the
past several decades, this property has been home to a series of
non-profits providing dogs for the blind. Since 2005, it has hosted
a successful private facility offering dog training, boarding, and
daycare. A turnkey opportunity with an excellent seasoned staff
in place who are dedicated to keeping the operation running if the
buyer is interested in maintaining this business.

For Sale at $5,000,000
Chryssa Lightheart
(310) 663-3696

Devon Rain Stiteler

(310) 597-9011

SOLD!
Entrada Road
$1,985,000
3 Bed | 1 Bath
Chryssa Lightheart & William P. Bowling - (310) 663-3696

Stites Drive
4 Bed | 4 Bath
Chryssa Lightheart - (310) 663-3696

$1,950,000

Dappled sunlight from a canopy of trees line the gated driveway. The private house
sits on an impeccable property located across the street from Topanga State Park,
36 miles of trails for riders, cyclists and hikers.

Stunning 4-bedroom with abundant sunshine in Fernwood. Complete with vaulted
ceilings, tropical hardwood decks, and gorgeous French doors opening out to
parkland canyon views. An entertaining paradise nearby peaceful mountain trails.

FOR LEASE
Supi Lane

3 Bed | 2 Bath

$675,000

Liberty Lane

3 Bed | 2 Bath

$5,500/mo, unf.

Chryssa Lightheart & Devon R. Stiteler - (310) 663-3696

Christine Kapetan & William P. Bowling - (310) 804-8336

From the custom porch enter into the loveliness of high ceilings, a bright and open
concept living room with tons of natural light. Spacious kitchen with lots of cabinets,
countertop space. Fireplace. Gated community with many amenities.

Private and peaceful gated remodeled home with guest house, large usable front
and back yards in quiet mountain setting. Designer updates throughout. Hardwood
floors, travertine fireplace, granite & stainless kitchen, Air conditioning. Unfurnished.

Vacant Land

IN ESCROW
AMAZING OCEAN VIEWS AND BOULDER OUTCROPPINGS
Everding Motorway
$650,000
2.53 acres
William Preston Bowling

BEAUTIFUL CANYON VIEWS OUTSIDE COASTAL
Zuniga Road
$599,000
1.5 acres
William Preston Bowling

HUGE BUILDING SITE WITH OCEAN VIEWS
Hawks Nest Trail
$415,000
2.5 acre
William Preston Bowling

(310) 428-5085

(310) 428-5085

(310) 428-5085
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Pritchett-Rapf Realtors

CalDRE 00528707

Let our services
move you into the
New Year
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Wishing you and yours a happy holiday.

